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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
LivingCo was founded with a vision of revolutionizing the U.S. furniture industry

by exploiting technological opportunities. It won accolades for its innovative website
and generated considerable consumer interest, becoming at one stage one of the most
highly trafficked sites on the Internet. Oracle named LivingCo a poster child because it
was one of the first e-tailers to successfully deploy their software in both the front and
back ends of the business. Furthermore, industry analysts considered many of its
strategic plans promising. However, LivingCo ran into problems coping with overspend-
ing, high traffic on its website, integrating its technology with its subsidiary, suppliers
who were wary of channel conflict and customers who were, in general, slow to adopt
the new way of shopping for furniture.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
During the dot-com boom, entrepreneurs were encouraged by plentiful venture

capital, high stock market valuations and the opportunity to create an industry-wide
impact. The U.S. furniture industry had a $55 billion domestic market in 1999, and $63.5
billion in 2001 (Craver, 2002; Ryan, 1999). When accessories such as linens and
kitchenware are included the market is in the $150 to $200 billion range, much larger than
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the $25 billion book and toy industries (Ryan, 1999). In 1998, in the off-line furniture and
home goods industry, no single company had more than 2% of the market. Because of
the market fragmentation and potential market size, several dot-coms launched websites
from 1997 to 2000, hoping to become the Amazon of the furniture industry.

Early forecasts of U.S. online sales of home goods and accessories were overly
optimistic. Forecasts included $595 million in 2000 (Ginsburg, 2000); $750 million to $1
billion for 2001 (Craver, 2002; Chabria, 2001); $3.5 billion by 2003 (Dubow & Sareen, 1999);
and $3.884 billion in 2004 (Buchanan, 2000). However, actual sales were $268 million in
1999, $542 million in 2000 and $625.2 million in 2001, representing less than 1 percent of
the furniture market. Figure 1 illustrates diverging forecast and actual online furniture
sales in 2001.

Start-ups were motivated by virgin territory, high profit margins and demographics
of the furniture business (Quinn, 2000; Ginsburg, 2000). The exploding U.S. economy in
the late 1990s produced endless streams of young families looking to buy furnishings
for their new homes (Sandoval, 2000), and baby boomers, in their peak earning years, were
buying not only bigger homes but also second homes. Gen Xers, meanwhile, were just
entering the market (Ginsburg, 2000). Furniture customers’ median age is 38; about 67
percent are female; 57 percent are married; 72 percent are white-collar professionals; and
70 percent work more than 35 hours per week. The median household income of online
furniture buyers is $77,729, much higher than that of the $38,885 median household
income of the U.S. population (Quinn, 2000).

The incumbents in the industry felt threatened by the invasion of dot-coms, who
vowed to revolutionize the way consumers buy furniture and challenged the industry by
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Figure 1.  Actual and Forecast Online Furniture Sales

Source: Ryan, 1999; Ginsberg, 2000; Buchanan, 2000; Craver, 2002
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